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Riverstone Mantle and Graphite Slate with Riverstone Mantle Stripping↗



Location 
Harrogate

Sector 
Public Sector

Collection 
Amtico Signature 

Products 
Varnished Oak, Graphite Slate, 

Paris and Riverstone Mantle 

Laying Patterns 
Staggered Block and Key Stone 

↗
Featured 

Graphite Slate with  
Riverstone Mantle Stripping

Project
Harrogate  
Civic Centre



↖
Featured 
Varnished Oak 
Paris
Graphite Slate
Riverstone Mantle Stripping

Harrogate Borough Council wanted to 
create a new civic building to unify its 
numerous disparate offices around the 
town. After scouting possible locations, 
the local council chose a beautiful, 
wooded conservation area outside the 
town centre and tasked Farrell & Clark 
Architects with building a flexible, 
modern venue that would suit staff and 
council members, as well as the public.

Modern edge 
The finished building boasts a noticeably contemporary design, 

with a dramatic rounded shape and asymmetrical office spaces 

that embrace open-plan working. Following a ‘One Council’ ethos, 

the new building includes areas designed to bring the council’s 

various departments together, including agile workstations, 

collaborative areas, high bars, a café and a soft seating zone.



Link with nature 
When considering the interior design, 

the team at Farrell & Clark Architects 

looked to create a contemporary and 

dynamic aesthetic, while still paying 

homage to the building’s picturesque 

surroundings. Amtico wood-effect 

Varnished Oak Luxury Vinyl Tiles (LVT) 

were chosen as the main flooring 

solution, and used in the public café, 

waiting areas, breakout space and 

atrium. The LVT, with its fresh grain and 

honest texture, mirrors the woodland 

setting while providing a soft, warm 

and welcoming atmosphere for staff 

and visitors alike. Amtico’s Keystone 

laying pattern enabled the designers 

to incorporate smaller Paris blue LVT 

tiles to give the design a modern edge. 

Creating a contrast 
Elsewhere, Amtico Graphite Slate, 

a modern stone-effect LVT, was 

chosen to create a stylish look in the 

customer service and café circulation 

areas. The darker-toned tile provides 

a stunning contrast to the nearby 

Varnished Oak, while similarly reflecting 

the building’s natural backdrop.

←  →
Featured 
Varnished Oak 
Paris
Graphite Slate 
Riverstone Mantle Stripping



Paving the way 
As well as creating a new and positive 

working environment with the office 

design, the council was also keen 

to provide a practical space that 

the local community could utilise. 

With this in mind, wayfinding was 

a crucial factor to ensure that the 

public could easily navigate the 

building. The design team were 

able to successfully achieve this by 

using Amtico flooring in a stylish and 

contemporary way, creating walkways 

and colour-coded flooring to denote 

specific zones in open-plan areas. 

Making an entrance 
Amtico Riverstone Mantle LVT was 

chosen for the main reception 

area where it helps to visually 

divide the reception, waiting and 

café areas, while simultaneously 

paving the way from the entrance 

to the reception desk and through 

to the debating chamber.

↗
Featured 
Varnished Oak 
Paris
Graphite Slate 
Riverstone Mantle Stripping



217
Products

23
Signature  
Laying Patterns

3
Ways to Specify

A unique palette of 
colours and shapes  
to create inspiring 
flooring design.

This sophisticated collection combines 

original palettes, distinctive patterns 

and stunning details. The design-led, 

high-performance LVT products have 

a total thickness of 2.5mm and a 1mm 

wear layer. Signature Products also 

carry a 20-year warranty.

↖
Featured 
Varnished Oak 
Paris
Graphite Slate  
Riverstone Mantle Stripping



Riverstone Mantle
AR0SRS44

Graphite Slate
AR0SSL23

Laying Pattern 
Staggered Block  

Panoramic and architectural, 

Staggered Block is a large-scale 

pattern designed to shine in big 

spaces. It’s confident and defined, 

creating a seamless backdrop.

↖
Featured 
Graphite Slate
Riverstone Mantle 
Riverstone Mantle Stripping

Featured in this design

Staggered Block Laying Pattern
EP143



Paris
AR0ACF92

Varnished Oak
AR0W7840

Laying Pattern 
Key Stone  

Unashamedly influenced by 

Victorian style, Key Stone is an 

iconic pattern that delivers timeless 

elegance and classic geometry.

↖
Featured 
Paris
Varnished Oak

Featured in this design

Key Stone Laying Pattern
EP216



Bold statements. 
Big ideas. 
What our clients say.

“We have used Amico LVT 
on a number of schemes; it is 
very robust, covers key criteria 
in regards to sustainability 
and BREEAM, and is highly 
flexible and adaptable in 
terms of design and options 
available. Above all else it is a 
quality material that provides 
the right impression to the 
entrance area of the building. 

“We loved the way the Amtico 
design was adaptable to 
various locations throughout 
the building. We were able to 
customise the details to pick 
our recurring themes and 
splashes of colour that tie the 
whole interior design scheme 
together. The overall effect 
is warm and welcoming but 
with a feeling of quality.”

“Amtico made the whole 
process extremely 
straightforward, from the 
initial CAD design of the layout 
through to the supply of 
materials. We have extensive 
experience working with Amtico 
products and always find 
them to be of a high quality 
and straightforward to fit. 

“The Amtico product range 
is so extensive, ranging from 
natural woods and stones 
through to ground-breaking 
abstracts, plus the layout 
possibilities suit just about 
any commercial setting. 
The selection of products 
chosen for this project were 
the perfect combination 
and the result is stunning.”

Natasha Pryde 
Business Manager
Farrell & Clark Architects

David Loud 
Estimator
Paynters



Hard surface Amtico Standards

  Glue Down LVT Wear layer Acoustic  
option

Warranty  
(years)

Total  
products

Total  
sizes

A unique palette of colours and shapes to create inspiring flooring design. 1 mm 20 217 13

Safety flooring with design sophistication. 1 mm 20 36 11

Design-led flooring with natural textures. 0.7 mm 12 28 5

Simple, accessible design-led flooring solutions. 0.55 mm 10 104 7

Slip-resistant tiles and planks with unrivalled design clarity. 0.55 mm 10 16 2

Light commercial flooring with all the benefits of Amtico. 0.3 mm 7 36 4

  Loose Lay LVT Wear layer Acoustic  
option

Warranty  
(years)

Total  
products

Total  
sizes

Loose lay flooring that’s quick to install. 0.55 mm 10 43 2

Easy-fit click flooring with a rigid core. 0.55 mm 20 22 2

Specialist

  Glue Down Wear layer Acoustic  
option

Warranty  
(years)

Total  
products

Total  
sizes

PVC-free flooring with unrivalled performance. 0.55 mm 10 20 4

Soft surface

  Tile Pile thickness Fibre Warranty  
(years)

Total  
products

Total  
sizes

High-performance carpet tiles that integrate with our LVT collections. 2.6 - 4.3 mm 6,6 nylon and  
polyamide 10 121 2

Tough, resistant entrance tiles that protect your Amtico floor. 4.2-5.4 mm 6,6 and solution  
dyed nylon 10 18 1

Collection Overview

Our ethos is to combine creativity and innovation  
with the highest levels of quality – design,  
manufacturing, product and service.

For full collection details visit amtico.com  
or request our collection brochures.

All Amtico LVT products and Amtico Cirro comply 
with Indoor Air Comfort Gold version 6.0 and are 
certified as low emissions products contributing to 
a healthy indoor environment.

Originating in Germany, The Blue Angel is a 
long-established standard for environmentally 
friendly products and services. In order to meet the 
criteria, Amtico Cirro’s whole life cycle has been 
independently verified as safe for the environment.

All Amtico LVTs (excluding Spacia 36+ and Assura), 
Amtico Cirro and Amtico Carpet is certified as a 
low emissions building material by the Building 
Information Foundation RTS.

The Amtico Cirro range is comparable to Green 
Guide generic element 821570049 which has a 
rating of A residential and A+ educational. It is 
also comparable to Green Guide generic element 
821570060 with a rating of A commercial and A+  
for health and retail.

Samples and support

We offer expert support worldwide with a free online global 
supply service for samples. Full size samples  
are available from your Area Sales Manager.



amtico.com

Amtico UK  
& European Sales

+44 (0) 121 745 0800
samples@amtico.com

Amtico Head Office

+44 (0) 24 7686 1400
samples@amtico.com
 
Amtico International 
Germany
+49 (0) 2131 359 16 0
info@amtico.de 
 

Amtico International  
France
+33 (0) 1 55 38 95 70
info@amtico.fr

Amtico International  
Scandinavia

+46 (0) 8 584 233 24
info@amtico.se

Amtico International 
Australia

+61 (0) 4777 08418
australia.orders@amtico.com

Amtico International 
Asia

+852 2327 7703
samples@amtico.com

Amtico International  
Middle East, Africa & India

+971 (0) 50 192 33 46
samples@amtico.com


